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 centring on the small community of Montreux: a captivating lakeside town on the Swiss Riviera in the
Canton of Vaud.s space and her world of tertiary-aged, multi-nationals living in care — or independently
—This timely, thought-provoking novel enables everyone to consider their future: Through the eyes of the
feisty senior citizen, Hortense Victoria Armstrong Van Praague, all can enter Tennie’
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Highly recommended Anyone dealing with the "sunset years" should read this publication. We are treated to
a wealthy tapestry of characters as Tennie reflects on her life experiences. A good read - this book can make
you re-examine your ideas about ageing! This might make a fantastic book club choice. An excellent read!
A terrific go through! The author's warmth of sense comes through and the story could well be of particular
interest to those in their mid years if faced with the sometimes hard decisions that might need to be made
concerning older members within their families. Tennie's Space This special book is so timely with the state
of our lifestyles and theaging population. Didn't want to finish this great read Unquestionably loved '
Tennies Space' and didn't want to buy to end.As we get older its nice to read of others facing similar
circumstances, some funny, and some not funny. How wonderful to have a friend like Tennie. Her personas
are well portrayed. Ross explores the loneliness of the elderly installed in senior care facilities and the way
the western culture handles housing of the elderly and the resulting deep sorrow.!Irrespective of their
experiences and circumstances, dignity and respect are often denied to the old generation particularly when
their independence in Treatment homes is extracted from them. Through the observations and musings of
the irrepressible Tennie, the author draws the reader towards a greater awareness that within the heart and
mind of even the grumpiest and uncommunicative old citizen, resides a distinctive individual desperate for
continuing love and acknowledgment of who they're. A timely reminder for all involved with caring for or
planning for, the care needs of an ageing friend or relative. An absorbing examine with an intriguing twist at
the end. The individuals the author describes are no invention. I will miss this friend posting her secrets,
observations and musings. A great addition to my growing library that i plan to tell the rest of the family.
This book ought to be a "must read" for every kid of aging parents. The author weaves lighter notes and
serious contemplation together skilfully, permitting Tennie's Space to cope with difficult issues yet remain a
straightforward and interesting read.I thought the finish of the book was clever and poignant. I think Tennies
space, and also being an interesting conversation of the problems of later existence, independence and
treatment etc can be a fascinating research of Tennie, her thoughts and emotions, many achievements,
influences, disappointments and successes.Beautifully written and cleverly crafted. On Ageing We started
reading 'Tennie's Space' at the chapter portraying 'the Independant Patriach'. Most of us must have one as
excellent as 'Maurice'. We often do not know the road that has been used by our parents and grandparents.
Tennie's Space Interesting, timely, well crafted and assists the reader to gain insight in to the plight of these
facing end of life issues, and leaves a single with the incentive to respect their wants regarding how and
where their care ought to be given. Heather's usage of Tennie to recount the life span and ageing of what are
probably her own many and varied close friends is beautifully done well. This book is an excellent read to
maybe glimpse our very own future road, using its uncertainties and its joys. It is definitely thought
provoking. The writer cleverly creates a tale of interestingcharacters who are at various stages of passage
within their life cycles.We enjoyed the book, specifically the twist at the end and very much recommend. An
enjoyable, easy read which I would recommend. Therefore, I could say "so true" what the book relates - it's
well noticed and beautifully written. I highly recommend it andbuy an extra copy for a pal or loved one!
Author Ross also provides us great poetic descriptions of the wonder of the Swiss countryside as Tennie
observes the changing periods from her window. Like the window Tennie sits of which displays the lush
landscape and the changing seasons, Tennie displays on her life's trip -- her choices, accomplishments, and
the dark spots of her emotionally deprived childhood. Tennie's Space A touching and thought-provoking
chronicle of events of a global selection of folks from all walks of life, all ultimately facing the challenges of
later years. Ross has written a publication that inspires incredible sympathy. "Tennie's Space" An
uncommon novel that is clearly a well crafted easy read involving Tennie's observations about her fellow
retirees.! I highly recommend this publication to readers of all ages, whether young or older, it includes an
insightful look at of the globe through the eye of anyone who has enjoyed life's ups and downs. It may
provide you with a different and positive outlook on the latter phases of our your daily life rather than



agonizing about it. The subjects of these have been challenging, believed provoking and sometimes frankly
worrying, but possess always eloquently and gracefully conveyed. 'Tennie's Space' a reserve not to miss
Although I've occasionally read magazine articles on problems faced by older persons and perhaps their
families, this is actually the first book I have discovered which truly puts into focus the reality of their
situation and deals with their emotions. I was pleasantly surprised to find it a satisfying read in addition to
informative.I can thoroughly recommend it So true! Even though characters all live in Switzerland, the
problems they face in their later years is usually common to all western cultures. The characters that
populate Tennie's world are therefore colourfully described you feel you get to know them. It could make
them reflect just a little on their duties vis-a-vis their elderlies rather than thinking about the use of their
inheritance to come ... Thought provoking I actually felt quite sad to complete Tennie's Space this morning
as Tennie had turn into a type of friend. I know many similar types and am taking/possess taken care of
several, those who's descendants either live far away or, worse, just do not care.It creates one pause and
consider our individual situations, our loved onesand how exactly we very best map out a fulfilling potential
placing a greater value in theelderly and giving them the respect they deserve.
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